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DC-DC converters have a wide usage as the driver circuit of direct current (DC) motors. This has necessitated sensitive

speed controls to be made on DC motors. Classical controllers have lower performance due to the non-linear features of

DCmotors, such as saturation and friction. TheNeuralNetworkControllers (NNC) arewidely used in controlling poorly-

defined, nonlinear and uncertain systems. NNC courses are now being offered by several universities at the bachelor0s and
master’s degree levels as a result of NNC’s successful applications in these fields. However, the training of an NNC driver

circuit in a laboratory environment is a time-consuming and expensive task. In this study, an NNC training set of the DC

converter-fed Permanent Magnet Direct Current (PMDC) motor, which is part of the electrical machinery courses, was

prepared. The set has a flexible structure and a graphical interface. Thanks to this set, it has become possible to change the

PMDC motor and controller parameters, and monitor the system’s reaction under various operational conditions in

graphics. This training set can also guarantee effective learning and comprehension of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN).
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1. Introduction

There has been a rapid increase in computer-based

education tools triggered by the developments in
information and communication technologies.

These training tools have become widely used,

particularly for educational purposes in traditional

fields of engineering sciences, including electrics,

electronics, mechanics, construction, and chemis-

try. Thanks to their more flexible and interactive

nature compared to traditional education methods,

computer-based education tools play a more effec-
tive role in strengthening the courses taught theore-

tically, which requires practice in the laboratory

environment with computer-based education

tools, and in the comprehension of topics by the

students. Laboratory environments requiring long

periods and high costs are needed in order to be able

to acquire practical skills and experiences. Efforts

are made to meet this requirement through various
lower-cost simulation package software developed

for educational purposes, which eliminate the var-

ious limitations of traditional experimentation and

offer a more convenient educational environment.

Package software developed for educational pur-

poses may not be flexible and interactive enough for

various sciences.

Therefore, some educators prefer to develop
simulation package software with more original

graphical user interface and a more flexible struc-

ture [1–6].

Recent developments in microprocessors, mag-

netic materials, semi-conductor technology and

mechatronics provided a wide usage for high-per-

formance electrical motors in various industrial

processes. Although DC motors are relatively

more expensive compared to other electrical
motors, they are widely used in many industrial

fields, including electrical appliances, electrical

trains, cranes, freight elevators, automotive, space

and aeronautics, as they are easier to control and

demonstrate a higher performance due to their

reliability, and because their armature and field

currents are decoupled [7, 8]. This has necessitated

that speed controls of DC motors be sensitively
made. Classical control methods used for DC

motor speed controllers prove insufficient in con-

trolling the motor due to the non-linear features of

DC motors such as saturation and friction. And

thus they reduce the performance of classical con-

trollers [9].

In controlling the DC motor using classical con-

trol methods such as Proportional Integral (PI) and
Proportional Integral Derivative (PID), the systems

need to be very well defined. Appropriate mathe-

matical modeling of the entire systemwill be needed

in order to be able to accurately control a system.

However, mathematical modeling of a system with

nonlinear structures cannot be fully made. More-

over, many variables of such systems might not be

available in a precision allowing for mathematical
modeling or such variables may vary by time.

During recent years, many adaptive control techni-

ques are proposed formodern driver systems. These

are model reference adaptive control (MRAC),

sliding mode control (SMC), variable structure
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control, and self-tuning regulator adaptive control

techniques [8]. These classical adaptive control

techniques are generally system model parameters-

based. Failure to correctly and fully model a system

generally leads to problematic design approaches

[10].
ANN have learning, generalization and adapt-

ability features. Due to such features, they are

widely used in controlling systems with poorly

defined mathematical models, and nonlinear and/

or uncertain systems [11, 12]. ANN has parallel and

distributed information processing structures

inspired by the human brain, connected to one

anothermostly via connections, and each consisting
of processing elements with an inherent memory.

Because of these features, it is being successfully

applied in the business life, finance, industry, educa-

tion and sciences with complicated problems, in

solving problems that cannot be solved using

simple methods, and in modeling and controlling

nonlinear systems [13]. During recent years, ANN’s

are being widely used in many fields including
prediction [14], estimation [15], function approxi-

mation [16], pattern recognition / classification [17,

18], data association [19], data clustering [20], data

filtering [21], and optimization [22].

Many universities have included artificial intelli-

gence techniques courses, such asANNs, fuzzy logic

and genetic algorithm, in their associate0s,
bachelor0s and master’s degree curricula. There are
lots of web sites on the internet covering artificial

intelligence [23, 24]. MATLAB- Neural Network

Toolbox developed by Mathworks Inc., Sharky

Neural Network developed by SharkTime Soft-

ware, NeuroXL developed by Olsoft, Stuttgart

Neural Network Simulator (SNNS) developed by

the University of Stuttgart, EasyNN-plus devel-

oped by Neural Planner Software, NeuroDimen-
sion—Neural Network Software developed by

NeuroDimension Inc., BrainMaker Neural Net-

work Software developed by California Scientific,

SNNAP Neurosimulator Software developed by

theUniversity of TexasMedical School atHouston,

SIMBRAIN developed by Jeff Yoshimi, PDP++

developed by Randall C. O0Reilly of Carnegie

Mellon University etc. are visual package software.
However, these software packages are developed

with limited capacities, which means they are not

suitable for electrical machinery application areas.

In this study, a training set has been developed for

a PMDCmotor fed by an artificial-neural-network-

controlled buck converter. This set consists of the

simulations of classical (PI, PID) and artificial-

neural-network-controlled models for a speed con-
trol of thePMDCmotor. The projectwas developed

at the Department of Electronics and Computer

Training, Faculty of Technical Education, Süley-

manDemirel University. The set may easily be used

as training material for students of associate0s,
bachelors, and master’s degree. It can also assist in

developing the curricula of course trainers. The

training set was written in C# programming lan-

guage withMicrosoft Visual Studio 2010 IDE using
the WPF infrastructure. The set has a flexible

structure and a graphical interface. The driver’s

motor and controller parameters can easily be

changed and this allows the monitoring of circuit

responses under different operational conditions

thanks to the graphics.

2. Mathematical model of the PMDC
motor and buck converter

Figure 1 shows a PMDC motor load fed from a

buck converter [25]. All elements used in the circuit

in the figure are taken to be ideal.

The state equations upon application of Kirch-

off’s current and voltage laws on the circuit in Fig. 1

are given in Equations (1, 2) in the form of amatrix.
Equation (1) shows the relationship of the buck

converter.
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The armature current and rotor angular speed state
equations of the PMDC motor are given in Equa-

tions (2) in the form of a matrix. Electromagnetic

moment and back electromotor force are given in

Equations (3, 4), respectively,
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Ea ¼ Kb !r ð4Þ

where iL is the coil current (A), VC is the capacitor
voltage (V), L is the converter inductance (H), ia is

the armature current (A), !r is the rotor angular

speed (rpm), Ra is the armature resistance (
), La is

the armature coil inductance (H), Kb is the back

EMF constant (V/(rad/s)), Kt is the moment con-

stant (Nm/A), J is the motor inertia (kg.m2), Bm is

the friction coefficient (Nm/(rad/s), TL is the load

moment (Nm), Te is the electromagnetic moment
(Nm), and Ea is the back electromotor force (back

EMF) (V). And the status of the power switch is

given as S 2 [0, 1]. When the switch mode is S = 0,

whichmeans it is ON, feed voltage is zero.When the

switchmode is S=1,whichmeans it isOFF, the feed

voltage is Vi.

3. The mathematical model and control of
the buck converter

Usually, the Pulse Width Modulation (PWM)

method is used to control the power switch in DC

converters [26]. In this method, the switch’s con-

duction and interruption states are obtained by
comparing a DC voltage control signal (Vcnt) with

voltage signals in the form of repeating saw tooth

(Vswt). The switch’s switching frequency depends on

the frequency of the saw tooth signal. Fig. 2 shows

the PWMsignal.Here, ton is the switch’s conduction

time, toff is the switch’s interruption time and Ts is

the switch’s sampling time.

4. The artificial neural network controller

ANNs have learning, generalization and adaptabil-

ity features, and parallel and distributed structures,

which allow their speedyoperation.They are used in

numerous applications thanks to such successful

features [13, 27–28]. The first ANN model was

developed in 1943 by Warren McCulloch and

Walter Pitts [29]. In 1986, Rumelhart and McClel-

land developed the back-propagation learning algo-

rithm for complicated andmultilayer networks [30].

A back-propagation network always consists of

at least three layers; an input layer, a hidden layer
and an output layer. Fig. 3 shows the topology of

ANNs. The weights between the layers as shown in

the figure are generally initialized with small

random values. This ensures that the networks

train and function easier.

The algorithm is simple and relies on propagating

an error signal from the output layer backwards

towards the input layer through hidden layers. The
operation of calculating the output takes place

when the input signal is entered into the input

layer. The calculation direction is from input layer

towards the output layer via hidden layers. The

feed-forward computation and the weights adjust-

ments based upon the error are determined during

the training. The feedforward computation only

takes place in recall [27]. A multilayer feed-forward
ANN with one hidden layer is shown in Fig. 3 and

an input vector, Xp = (Xp1, Xp2,. . . . . . XpN), is

applied to the input layer of the network. The error,

that is the difference between the desired output

(dpk) and the actual output (ypk) of the network in

the standard back-propagation algorithm for train-

ing of multilayer feed-forward ANN, is based on

gradient descent method applied tominimization of
total network error (E) [31].

The following equations show the formulation of

a standard back-propagation algorithm.

Input values of the hidden layer are shown as

follows:

nethpj ¼
XN

i¼1
wh
jixpi þ bhj ð5Þ
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Output values of hidden layer are shown as follows:

ipj ¼ f hj ðnethpjÞ ð6Þ

Input values of output layer are shown as follows:

netopk ¼
XL

j¼1
wo
kjipj þ bok ð7Þ

Output values of output layer are shown as follows:

ypk ¼ f ok ðnetopkÞ ð8Þ

Where f is a transfer function. The transfer function
used in training of this study is given as follows:

f ðnetopkÞ ¼
enet

o
pk � e�net

o
pk

e
neto

pk þ e
�neto

pk

ð9Þ

The function used in the back-propagation network

should be monotonically increasing and continu-

ously differentiable, such as a hyperbolic tangent

function, as given in Equation (9). The input and
output layers use linear activation functions.

Error of output layer are shown as follows:

�opk ¼ ðdpk � ypkÞf o
0

k ðnetopkÞ ð10Þ

Error of hidden layer are shown as follows:

�hpj ¼ f h
0

j ðnethpjÞ
X

k

�opkw
o
kj ð11Þ

Network error is shown as follows:

E ¼ 1=2
XM

k¼1
ðdpk � ypkÞ2 ð12Þ

Update weights on the output layer are shown as

follows:

wkjðtþ 1Þ ¼ wo
kjðtÞ þ ��opkipj þ �½wo

kjðtÞ � wo
kjðt� 1Þ�

ð13Þ

Update weights on the hidden layer are shown as
follows:

wjiðtþ 1Þ ¼ wh
jiðtÞ þ ��hpjxi þ �½wh

pjðtÞ � wh
pjðt� 1Þ�

ð14Þ

where � is the learning coefficient, � is the momen-

tum coefficient and t refers to the sampling interval.

5. Speed control of the PMDC motor

The classical PI, PID controller and ANN control-

lers were applied in order to control themotor speed

in the PMDC motor driver system.

5.1 Classical speed control of the PMDC motor

The input variable of classical PI (Proportional +

Integral) and PID (Proportional + Integral + Deri-

vative) controllers is defined as the speed error (!e)

between the reference speed (!r*) and the actual

speed of the motor (!r). And voltage (�Vcnt) is
chosen as the output variable. Fig. 4 shows the

block diagram of the PI and PID controllers of the

PMDC motor. Equation (15) gives the speed error.

!eðkÞ ¼ !�
r ðkÞ � !rðkÞ ð15Þ

PI and PID controllers are given in Equations

(16, 17), respectively. These coefficients are gener-
ally named as proportional coefficients (Kp), inte-

gral coefficients (Ki) and derivative coefficients

(Kd).

�Vcnt ¼ Kp!eðkÞ þ Ki

Xk

j¼0
!ej ð16Þ

�Vcnt ¼ Kp!eðkÞ þ Ki

Xk

j¼0
!ej þ Kdð!eðkÞ

� !eðk � 1ÞÞ ð17Þ

5.2 NN speed control of the PMDC motor

The input variables of theNN controller are defined
as the speed error (!e) and the change in speed error

(!ce) between the reference speed (!r*) and the

motor’s actual speed (!r). Equation (18) gives the

change in speed error.And voltage (�Vcnt) is chosen

as the change in output variable. Fig. 5 gives the

block diagram of the neural network controller in

the PMDC motor.

!ceðkÞ ¼ !eðkÞ � !eðk � 1Þ ð18Þ
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Fig. 5. NN control of the PMDCmotor.



Where !r*(k) is the desired reference speed at the

k’th sampling instance, !r(k) is the motor speed at

the k’th sampling instance, !e(k) is the motor speed

error at the k’th sampling instance, !ce(k) is the

change in motor speed error at the k’th sampling

instance and !ce(k–1) is the change in the motor
speed error at the (k–1)’th sampling instance.

6. Virtual laboratory

The training set has been developed for NN control
of PMDCmotors, which is written in C# program-

ming language with Microsoft Visual Studio 2010

IDE using the WPF infrastructure and it works in

Windows environment. It is developed to help

students improve their understanding of NN con-

trol of PMDC motors. Using the training set,

PMDC motor control performance of the various

NN structures can be studied under the parameter
and load variations of themotor. This training set is

possible to monitor the driver system operations on

the computer screen and adjust them choosing the

appropriate windows.

The main program’s window view is given in Fig.

6. Themain window is divided into two parts. These

are the control window located on the left of the

screen and the menu window located on the right of
the screen. The control window and the other

window selected can be simultaneously seen by

clicking on the desired tab at the top of the screen.

No changes can be made to the contents of the

control window while the program is under opera-

tion. The entire system’s operationmay be observed

in the control window (e.g. PMDC motor opera-

tion, simulation time, motor reference speed value,

actual speed values, speed error andBuckConverter

values). At the upper part of the window, you can

find an illustration of the PMDC motor’s frontal

and side views. The view type selected during the

simulation is rotated in the motor’s direction of
rotation. The diagram of the control system is

given in the middle of the control window. In this

part, the state of switches as well as the IL and IA
current, VC voltage, reference speed, actual speed

and speed error values can be seen during the

simulation. The controller (PI controller, PID con-

troller and NN controller) may be selected at the

bottom part of the controller window. When the
NNC is selected as the speed controller, the ‘neural

network controller setup’ window is opened to

make the controller settings. You can also set the

simulation time at the very bottom of the user

control window and control the simulation time

using the keys in this part. The ‘start’ key starts

the simulation, the ‘pause’ key pauses the simula-

tion, the ‘stop’ key ends the simulation and the ‘help’
key is used to get help about the set.

The menu window has two sub-windows, with

content changing depending on thewindows chosen

from the menu. When one of the windows is

selected, the selected window replaces the other

window. The PMDCmotor’s electrical parameters,

buck converter parameters, load parameters and

the reference speed value are defined in the PMDC
motor and ‘buck converter parameters simulation

setup’ window. For example, a motor may be

operated may be operated without any load or

under different load conditions depending on the
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type of load selected. At the same time, the usermay

define the speed and load function at the desired

values in the time interval set throughout the

simulation time. In the ‘speed setup’ part of this

window, one of the ‘fixed reference signal’ or ‘vari-

able reference signal’ options is selected. When
‘fixed reference signal’ is selected, the selected

value is set as the reference speed throughout the

simulation time using the scrollbar. Moreover, the

motor’s rotation direction is set by selecting one of

the ‘clockwise’ or ‘counterclockwise’ options. If the

‘variable reference signal’ is selected, start time and

end time values are entered, and again, as in thefixed

reference signal, the reference speed is selected using
the scrollbar and the ‘add’ key is pressed. Thanks to

this, the motor’s reference speed is set in the desired

time intervals and desired speed. Previously added

reference speed information may be deleted using

the ‘delete selected item’ key.

And the motor’s ‘unloaded’ and ‘loaded’ opera-

tion settings are made in the load setup part. If the

loaded option is selected, start time, end time
desired load values are entered and the ‘add’ key is

pressed. The ‘delete selected item’ key is pressed to

remove the selected load.

6.1 Neural network controller setup

The main purpose of this module is to model the

NNC and set the relevant parameters (weight,

threshold value, activation function) in order to

carry out the speed control of the PMDC motor.

However, the user may use this module completely

separately from the motor module, if he/she wishes

to. For example, a using intending to use the

artificial neural network for a financial analysis

can realize the training and testing procedures, use

the created ANNmodel, or may record the same to

use it later after installing the relevant training data

into the program and modeling its network. The
NN setup window is shown in Fig. 7. NNC para-

meters are defined in this window.On the left part of

theNNsetupwindoware the parts showing the data

properties, NN properties and training simulation

information.

In the ‘data properties’ part, taking into consid-

eration the data installed or defined by the user

itself, the number of outputs to be used in training
the network and to be set as reference output values

are shown next to the number of inputs set as input

values for the ANN. The number of data and the

number of used data marked for using in the

training are also shown in this part.

In the ‘neural network properties’ part, the user

may see and modify the max iteration number,

learning rate constant, momentum constant, mean
square error (MSE), number of hidden layers for the

modeled network (upon rolling the mouse, all

hidden layers defined in the modeled network and

the neuron numbers in such hidden layers are shown

to the user), number of test data, and number of

learning data values. The type of education (online,

batch) may also be selected in this part.

At themost bottomof this part, the duration after
start of training, the iteration value at t instance

during the training and again the MSE value at t

instance are shown to the user. In this part, there are
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also the keys that start and pause the learning. If the

user wishes to resume with a formerly trained net-
work from where it stopped, he/she marks the

resume learning option in this part. Otherwise, the

weights and the threshold values will be randomly

created and then the network training will start.

NN setup window has four sub-windows, with

contents varying depending on the selectedwindow.

When one of the windows is selected, the selected

window replaces the formed window. These are the
upload data, modeling neural network, learning

and test windows.

The ‘upload data’ window allows the user to enter

data from a file (excel, access database, csv) or the

database (sql server). The user makes changes to

add new data on the data he/she entered from a file

(add data from file) or database (add data from

database) into the software. The usermay enter data
into the software from a file or a database as well as

manually entering the data by creating a blank data

table where he/she can create his/her own data using

the null table key. Whether or not the entered data

can be used in training is set up using the ‘used’ field

in the table. The user may set whether or not the

column selected is an input or an output for the

ANN and whether or not it will be used in training
from the ‘column properties’ part. Using the keys in

this part, the user can add a new column (add new

column), delete the selected column (delete column),

delete the selected row (delete row),mark all rows as

usable (use all data) or mark all rows as non-usable

(use any data). Moreover, in this part, the mini-

mum, maximum and arithmetic mean values

selected by the user can be seen.
When the user clicks on the ‘add data from

database’ key, the data input window is opened as

default, with the sql server being selected. This

window is shown in Fig. 8. Any accessible sql

server instances are searched in the computer

where the user operated the software and over the

network if the computer has a network connection,

and the results are added into the ‘server name’
combobox. The user selects a server and authentica-

tion mode (windows authentication, sql server

authentication) from this list. Using the ‘test con-

nection’ key, the user tests the selected server con-

nection. The user connects to the database via the

‘connect’ key. When database connection is estab-

lished, the database names on the sql server are

listed. The tables in that database are listed when-
ever a database is selected from this list. When the

user selects a table, the top 1000 rows in that table

are highlighted by default and the relevant sql

sentence is sent to the user. From this point

onwards, the user may write any sql query and see

its results in the table. The ‘ok’ key transfers the

obtained data into the software. And the ‘cancel’

key cancels the operations made.
The ‘modeling neural network’ window is the

window where the user models its ANN. This

window is shown in Fig. 9. The color green shows

the input layer, the color blue shows the hidden

layers, and the color red shows the output layer in

the producedmodel picture. Here, the usermay add
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as many hidden layers as he wishes using the ‘add

hidden layer’ key and again add any number of

neurons as desired on the hidden layers so added.
The user may delete the previously added layer

using the ‘delete hidden layer’ key. The ‘delete all

hidden layers’ key is used to delete all hidden layers.

When the user adds a layer or specifies the number

of neurons in the layer, the network’s model is

automatically shown to the user. Again, in this

part, the user may at any time select an activation

function for any desired hidden layer or output
layer. The user is given the option to select the

sigmoid, tan-sigmoid and linear activation func-

tion. When the user selects the activation function

and sets the beta value, the graphic of the relevant

function canbe seen, and if a detailed examination is

needed, the graphic can be opened in a separate

window using the ‘zoom graphic’ key. The user can

also record the obtained network or install a pre-
viously created network into the system. Using the

‘save neural network’ key, the user may write the

weight values between the threshold values of the

created artificial neural network cells and the cells

into a text file.

And when the ‘save neural network’ key is

pressed, the information of the recorded artificial

neural network model is shown to the user. After
training the network, when the user rolls over to the

neuron using themouse, information of that neuron

(neuron input, neuron input value, neuron thresh-

old value, neuron output value, derivative output

value, activation function) are viewed, andwhen the

user rolls over to the weight connections, the weight

value of the relevant connection will be viewed.

The learning screen is the screen where the gra-
phics of obtained data are shown. This window is

shown inFig. 10.Using the scroll bar in thiswindow,

the user can go to any artificial neural network in the

desired iterationand see thedata.Using thegraphics

on the screen, the error information at the output of

the artificial neural network, the desired and actual

output information in the iterations of data on row

basis, the desired output and the network’s actual
output information by training set and the error

information at output may be screened. From the

comboboxat thebottomof the screen, thedata in the

desiredgraphiccanbesaved toafile (savedata tofile)

or excel (save data to excel).

The testing window is the window where the

training results are shown and the artificial neural

network is tested. This window is shown in Fig. 11.
The table in the upper part of the screen shows the

input data for trained data, desired output values,

the network’s actual output values and the value of

output value. And the table at the bottom shows the

same information for the test values. The user may

select a certain part or all of the training set for

training data. The remaining data can be used for

testing data. If the user uses the entire data set for
training, then the training data set becomes a testing

data set aswell. In the event that there are few values

to be used in training and testing artificial neural

network, it may be required that the test values are

modified at a selected rate, and the network is tested
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again. In which case, at the bottom of the window,

the test input values are modified at a selected rate

and the values produced by the network for mod-

ified data can be seen using the ‘calculate test NN
data’ key.

The simulation screen is seen in Fig. 12. At the

upper part of this screen are given the change

graphics by time of PMDC motor speed and the

current at the middle section. And the speed error

graphic is shown at the bottompart of the screen. By

right clicking the mouse on these graphics; Show
point values, un-zoom, undo all zoom/pan and set

scale to default functions aswell as the graphic copy,

save as image, and print functions may be selected.
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7. Implications for teaching and learning

PMDC motor and control is an integrated part of

the electrical machinery laboratories practices

included in the renewed curricula of the electrics

engineering department of universities, depart-
ments of electrics education and in vocational high

schools. In traditional laboratory experiments, the

students do the experiments on their own by form-

ing groups due to the lack of time, resources and

sufficient number of lecturer [2, 3]. Generally, there

are four or five students in the groups. In larger

student groups, the students have no opportunity to

perform themost of the experiment. This set aims to
overcome the mentioned disadvantages.

Before working with this set, the students need to

be theoretically informed about the structure of the

PMDC motor, its operation principle, motor and

driver modeling as well as classical PI, PID andNN

controllers. At the end of the theoretical informa-

tion acquired during the lesson, the students will be

able to easily conduct their relevant experiments
with this training, easily strengthening themselves in

relevant topics. Therefore, this training set shall

allow each student to spend the required time on

the set, use different controllers, and learn how the

PMDCmotor will respond under various speed and

load conditions.

The set developed in this study was not tested in

an educational environment and its contributions to

education was not observed. In future studies, this

set should be used in a classroom setting and its

effects on educational and motivational conditions

should be investigated.

8. Conclusions

This study presents a training set for the PMDC

motor driver to ensure cost-efficient training and

experience. Classical PI, PID andNN controllers in

thePMDCmotor driver are used.This training set is
useful for the students both in understanding and

developing the controllers and the PMDCmotor in

an effective manner. The set has a flexible structure

and a graphical user interface. The user can easily

change thedriver’smotor and controller parameters

under various working conditions. The set may

easily be installed on a computer operating in the

Windows environment (Windows XP, Vista, Win-
dows 7).
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